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There are many different ways in which you can bet on a UFC fight, and of course

, the most common and simplest way is on the money line.
 Unlike other combat sports such as boxing, the UFC is super competitive in near

ly all bouts and this means the money line odds are viable plays for bettors.
 You can also bet on the fights in another number of ways including the method o

f victory, how many rounds the fight will last as well as some punch and takedow

n stat metrics, usually set with an over/under line.
 With that, sportsbooks are placing considerable attention and emphasis on their

 UFC betting offering.
 This is great for the bettor as it often means super competitive odds between b

ooks, as well as great bonus prices, odds, and sign-up bonuses around all of the

 big fights.
 If you have a fighter that likes to take an opponent to the ground, with a long

 history of grappling and submission attempts, vs someone with poor takedown def

ense, then there could be value in taking a fighter to win by submission.
 Similarly, if two fighters like to stand and trade, then a KO or TKO may be mos

t likely so you can back your idea of the winner to win by KO/TKO at bigger odds

 than on the money line.
When Do You Post Your UFC Bets
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